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. EXCAVATIONS AT COPT rrILL, JUNE 2003

Excavations were conducted at the site on the seven sisters round-barrow at copt

Hill, Houghto"-r.-spri"g g,rcnNT 35344g21)durqe June 2003 by staff and

shrdents of the O.pimoJoi of Archaeology, Univ...t,q of Durham, andvolunteers

from the local community. This was a pti3.tt ioititttq ry tnt Friends of Copt Hill' a

Iocal interest group f"r*La in 2001 witl tle aim of safeguarding the site and i1'

.*ironr, ana-orpiomoting anunderstanding of its history and importance'

Background
The seven sisters barrow at copt Hill (so-called because of the six, fonmerly seven,

;;;, ; the site) is a well-knovm tocal iandmark on the Magnesian-Li*9tt9:1

escarpment that runs between Durham and the sea through the northem half of

County,Durharn. It is one of a ntrmber of rouod barrowsthat lie on these hills' and

nowadays is the *"tipt"*i"tnt of them. Others nearby are at Warden Law' Batter

Law and Murton Moor, while othpr groups lie to the north around Sr:nderland and the

east at Cold Hesledon (Youne 1980)'

The barrow was excavated by canon william Greenrrell of Dr:rham and a Mr T'V/'U'

Robinson in Septefi.r tSZ7, th" workbeing puUlis,trea subsequentlyUy C'T'

Trechmann (Lgll,l;;-; ;.i'A *or. 
"o*prih"*ible 

version of the excavation' along

with a discussion i"G rGrrt of modem knowledge, has been published by Robert

Excavation history

Young (1985).

ffiexcavationals9111vive(Greenwe11n.d.):thesehavebeenconsultedbyDr
Robert Young, and form the basis of his 1985 paper'

The barrow consisted mainly of limestone and sandstone blocks, some of them burnt'

ii;; il;*y burial, J.rcriura by Gree1well as the o'mesial deposif', consisted of a

r."trlg,rf*charcoal deposit oo-ttt old land surface, aloug with the 'oprimary

intermenfo of several ciemated, disarticulated bodies. Surrounding this w1s3 
.

..struchre,, of whinstone and sandstone boulders, affected by buming ontheir inner

.agrr; *uut were interpreted as "flues" (for the pTrg: o{ uit) ran upwards pom the

"iir"""f 
hyer. Althoughthere were no associatld finds, this aspect otth-" site has

until recently been regarded as an example of-aNeolithic "flue crematiod', though

t;;g (198'5) interprlts it as a collapsed acial mortuary structure, such as was present

in the north-easr of!"gi*a at Streei House ffyner 1984). Certainly th9 first phase of

the site seems to be Nilithic, a rare example in the north-eastern counties

subsequently the barrow was used for fi.Ether bwials in the Bronze Age. A small cist

;;;ti" ;o"tl of tl" mesial deposit, and inhumations and cremations were inserted

#to ttr" body of the mound; in traro cases, pots w-er9 present and a small number of

pi"r.*Jffilrt objects include a scraper *a fnif. that are probably Bronze Age in

date.
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Recent history
,The site has been a Scheduled Ancient Monument for m.any years. In 1998, the

scheduled area was extended (Fig. 1), so that a circular area approximately L20 m in
diameter was included (flattened onthe north-east side, where disturbance from an

ash pit is present). The bamow itself is about 25 m in diameter, which means that a
o,halo" extending about 50 m from the edge of the barrow is also scheduled. The site

is cr.rrently under permanent grass and not under any tbreat.

In the late 1990s, the site and the field in which it lies were acquired by the City of
Sunderland with a view to developing the site as a public open space within the Great

North Forest project. In 2000, a geophysical survey was commissioned from

GeoQuest Associates; this took place in two phases, the second of which resulted in a

finalieport (GeoQuest Associates 2001). foilowing this, a group of interested local

people fonned themselves into the "Friends of Copt Hi11", with a view to developing

ihe knowledge and interest of local people inthe archaeology and environment of the

site, and developing the amenity in association with the City Council. As part of this

initiative, an approach was madeto ProfessorA.F. Harding of the Deparfrnent of.

Archaeology, University of Durham, to explore the possibility of archaeological work

taking place on or around the barrow site.

The geophysical survey plan in its unenhanced form (Fig. 2) shows a series of parallel

lines running roughly east-west and north-south across the field; these relate primarily
to ridge-and-furrow cultivation taces. At various poinls other anomalies are visible,

though it is unclear what they represent. An interpretative plan was produced by
GeoQuest Associates (Fig. 3), which purports to show a number of features of
potential interest: a double pit alignment (fl4); concenfric ditch rings round the

barrow (f5); a penannular enclosure (f18); a U-shaped feature (f25); and other linear

features.

Aims and objectives

The aims of the work in 2003 were as follows:

1. To set the Copt Hilt round barrow properly within its local conskuctional and

cfironological context, thus enhancing knowledge ofNeolithic and Bronze Age

monuments in north-east England;

2. To assess the accuracy of the interpretative plan produced by GeoQuest;

3. To provide a sense of continuity and identity for local people;

4. Through the above, to maintain and enhance the appreciation of residents, the

interested public, and the academic world of the place that archaeological monuments

occupy within our modern daily lives.

5. To provide on-site training in a range of archaeological skills for shrdents and

others.
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These aims were to be accomplished by setting the following objectives:-

1. To investigate through two carefully placed excavation tenches of modest size
within the Scheduled Area (and three outside it) the main anomalies identified in the
geophysical survey (concentic ditches and pit alignrnent);

2. Torecover artefactual material that could assist with the dating of the surrounding
features;

3. To recover ecofactual material that could assist with the interpretation of the
ecotromy and environment of the site;

4. To provide local people with the opporrunity to excavate at their local monument
under strictly supervised conditions;

5. To provide an opportunity for local people and academic archaeologists to
exchange ideas and enhance each other's understanding of the Copt Hill site;

6. To provide training in specif.c excavation skills for students, and to intoduce local
people with no backgror:nd to the processes of excavation.

Methodology

Since a geophysical survey plan of the site already existed, the excavation strategy
adopted aimed to investigate those spots that appeared to represent features of
archaeological interest. Thus two 10 x 10 m toenches (1 and 3) were opened over the
line of the supposed pit alignment south-west of the barrow (f14 on the GeoQuest
interpretative plan); one 20 x 5 m toer-rch to the east of the barow (2) where a series of
concentric lines appeared to indicate the presence of ditch-tike features (f5); and two
trenches (4 and 6, approx. 10 x 5 m and 11 x l1 m) over an area which appeared to
possess an enclosure ditch with two opposed entrances (flS). A furtter tench (5) was
cut by machine in the southem part of the field where an irregular dark mark appeared
on the geophysical suffey (Dl),but this was only investigated by a machine cut (see
below).

The approximate position of the intended tenches is shown in Fig. 4 (tench 6 was
added during the excavation to ensure that enough work would be available for the
team). Fig. 5 shows a detailed version of the trench location as laid out on the ground
and surveyed in.

Topsoil on the tenches withh the Scheduled Area (1 and 2) was removed by hand,
though the eastem half of Trench 2 was machined. Topsoil in the other trenches was
removed by machine.

Trench 1 (Figs. 6-7)

Trench I (10 x 10 m) lay within the Scheduled area south-west of the barrow. It was
positioned to investigate the supposed pits rururing southwards. On removal of the
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Copt Hill 2003
Trench 1 sections
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topsoil a number of features were visible cutting the limestone bedrock, which was

clearly visible over most of the hench. In particular, two linear feahres (102 and

loitiosttoS) ran diagonally across the tench, following a north-south alignment.

While 102 was urry tdlow and containrcd no furds, LO4/t051108 was of considerable

depth and its uppeilevels (the only parts investigated) were fullof disturbed material

and modem *66ir6. These were tllarly natural fissures in the limestone, and the

1*l"roo. had been open in recent times. Part of another fissure lay atthe north-east

balk.

A smali pit (112), 47 x26 cm and 14 cm deep, lay west of-105. It may represent a

posthole. Other possible features investigated in this trench were deemed to be

natural.

Two small chips of flint were found in the topsoil'

Trench 2 (Figs 8-11)

Trench 2 was designed to be 20 m long and 5 m wide, and to cut the apparent-

concentric rings nrnning round the east side of the barrow (f5). Inlhe event, the

western half oittre tr.o"t was opened by hand and the eastem half by machine'

At the eastern end of the ffench natnral bedrock lay very close to the surface. It
appeared at some places elsewhere in the trench, thou.gh not in the western half.

lriit.ua, a consideiable depth of mixed material was presen! consisting of disordered

limestone blocks and pebbles and a variety of other lithic materials, in a clay matrix.

This material was,invistigated in the norlh-west coroer but proved to be sterile

archaeologically. As with Trench 3 (below), it must be inlerpreted as glacially

derived miteriat which has been redeposited over parts of the site, and into which any

archaeological features were cut. In other words, it serves as the natural subsoil of the

site where bedrock is not Present.

plough furrows were evident on removal of the topsoil, reflecting the fact th{ the

field-was used for agricultural purposes until some ten years ago. Variegate{ Patches

of material were evident a"rosi the tench (Tig. 8). On excavation a series of pits or

postholes were discovered, mainly inthe eastemhalf (Fig. 9). Some ofthese were

deep and appeared to lie in a line. They are as follows (sections on Figs. 10-11):

214: 51x 55 cm, 27 cmdeeP; filled bY 215

216 35 x 30 cm, 10 cm deeP; filled bY 217

204: 60 x75 cm,85 cm deep; fiIIed by 205 oad'224. This was a silty clay with

abundant charcoal, which was sampled for dating purposes (Fig. 10);the resultant

date of 68 10 + 40 BP is discussed below. On removal of this fill, a deeper shaft

(which could not be bottomed) continued downwards for at least 80 cm Q25).

2i8: 30 x 35 cm, 30 cm deeP, filled bY 219

210:37 x 60 cm, 20 cm deeP, filled bY 211

A small group of pits lay clustered just northwards of 204

23 5 : llregalar oval hollow
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Copt Hill2003
Trench 2, plt sections
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CoPt Hlll 2003
Trench 2, sections of postholes qnd pits
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231:25 x 30 cm, 20 cmdeeP, filledbY232
228:30 x 35 cm, 15 cm deeP, filled bY229

233: 40 x29 cm,20 cmdeeP, filled bY 234

Two further pits lay close to the north balk

222:35 x 20 cm, 10 cm deeP, filled bY 223

206: 23 x 31 cm, L7 cm deep, filled by 207 '

Finds
e ri"gf" sherd of pottery was found at the topsoiysubsoil interface close to pit 210

isF-fi"Fig. 8). br St*"oWil1is has reported onthis (below); it comes from a later

prehistoric tadition though cannot be closely dated'

Seven smallflint chips or flakes were found inthis tench, all from the topsoil'

Interpretation
Moriof tfr"se pits appeared to be postholes; in some cases a post-pipe was-evident

c*ori .r..rr y itg;fossibly zg+,.itg ar1d228). They Tg mostly quite shallow, but in

Iir* oitfr" iro*i"rity of tle rcarock to the surface in this area it is highly likely that

they have Ueen truncated. The question arises as to what fi'rnction they may have

,.rir"a. Five of them (fi6t gro"i, above) are more or less in a line, and between 214

ian1was a shatlow ho[Jw with rwo'large stones (Fig, 9), possibly the remains of a

further Pit.

The situation is complicated by the fact that the radiocarbon date obtained from Pit

;;i;^;;;date of 6i10 * 40 BP (GrN-2lagz),which calibrates to s780-s620 cal BC

itZ"rig*"(g5%probability), in other words the later Mesolithic (Fig' 12)'

Gliharcd&e

Calibration diagrarn for the Cl4 date from Pit 204

sD5r,(&2/0ffi,
954%sehlity
s1W,(9s.8Affi,

Fig. 12.



Whether the other pits also belong to a phase preceding the erection of the barrow is

unknown as no artefactual material of any kind was found in them. A Mesolithic

;r;;";; onNeolithic sites is far fiom unusual however; to name one example, the

i{azleton North long barrow in Gloucestershire had a pre-ba:row Mesolithic phase

represented by flinfwork (Saville 1990, 13-14)'

Apart from this, the layout of the features in Trench 2 suggests that a line of poBts led

io tt . direction of the tarrow from the east, a feature that recalls ttre situation at some

other Neolithic sites, e.g. Steet Houses, Cleveland, where a double post row led to

th. fagude of the long b-arrow (Vyner 1984, 156, 190), and Kilham, East Yorkshire,

*h.r"u comparableiouble alignment ran between the long barrow fagade and an

oriryi"g rinjaitctr (Manby 1976,116 fig. 3, 126). Post alignrnents may well be

asso"iatea *itlt b*to*s at other sites.

The fimction of the remaining postholes is quite uncertain, as they form no

recognisable pattern.

In summary, although the geophysical survey plan can in the light of excavatioa be

seen to Ue trigtrty opli*irti", the toncentic lines merely reflecting differences in the

subsoil, u.rlrrrUl, of features were found that appear to represent genuine

archaeological activity. The later prehistoric sherd presumably emanates from

activity as-sociated wiih an as yet undiscovered settlement in the vicinity, and does not

appearto be relevant to an understanding of the barroW or the Trench 2 pits'

Trench 3 (Figs. 13-14)

Trench 3 measured 10 x 10 m, and like Trench 1 was designed to investigate the

supposed line of large pits running south-west &om the barrow. Since it lay outside

thi Scheduled Area topsoil was removed by machine. This revealed plough furrows,

limestone bedrock (i" th. south-west oonrer), and variegated material with a number

of large stones. As with Trench 2, this material was investigated by means 9f cuts or

soundLgs, but again it proved to be sterile and can be interpreted as glacially

redeposited material that fomred the natwal subsoil in later prehistory.

The only features of clear archaeological interest were a group of postholes in the

south-west corner, and isolated pits or postholes elsewhere, as follows (sections in

Fig. 14):

In the south-west corner:
319: 40 x 30 cm, 20 cmdeeP, filled bY 320

301: 41 x 30 cm, 68 cm deep (but extending deeper), filled by 302

303: 20 x 15 cm, 23 cmdeep, frlled by 304, and adjoining 305

305: 19 x 13 cm, 18 cm deep, fil1ed by 306, and adjoining 303

307:26 x 13 cm, 27 cmdeeP, filIed bY 308

These pits appear to form a gloup, and 319, 303/305 and 307 are in a line, though

irregularty spaced. The.re *irr oo finds in them, nor is their function evident from

their positioning.
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Copt Hill 2003
Trench 3 sections
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In the easternpart of the trench:
328: 47 x 39 cm, 29 cmdeep (but going deeper), filled by 329 and 330

323: ovalhotlow 1.60 x 1.00 m in extent ard 0.27 m deep. Probably a natural feature.

In the western part of the trench:
315:29 x 40 cm, l6 cm deep, filled by 316

331,: 40 cm across and 13 cm deep, filled by 332. If aposthole, it must be very
truncated.

A slight groove (326) appeared near the norttr balk, nrnning north-west - south-east.

Its depth, where sectioned, was 14 cm. Its firnction is unknown though it did not look
like a natural fissure.

There were no finds of any description in Trench 3.

Trenches 4 and 6 (Figs t5-17)

Trenches 4 (designed to be 10 x 5 m) and 6 (10 x 10 m) were placed to investigate the

enclosure-like feature in the southern part of the site (fl8 on the geophysical plan).
Both were opened by machine, and in both the limestone bedrock was immediately
apparent 20-30 cm below the surface. In both a straight naxrow ditch-like feature was
found, though the orientation of the features was not the same. The features were
sectioned, which proved that the sides were straight and sheer and the deposits they
contained sterile and non-archaeological. The features are, in fact, natural fissures,
and have infilled with sterile sand or earth over long, possibly geological, timespans.

Trench 5

Trench 5 was placed to investigate the dark swirling mark on the geophysical plan
(f25) in the south-eastem part of the site. Removal of the top 30 cm revealed that
dark humic material continued down; there was no sign of any bedrock inthis area. A
machine-cut slot was excavated into this material, to a depth of a furttrer 0.90 m. This
showed that the dark upper material shaded into a buffsandy material containing very
large stones. The feature is evidenfly entirely natural, representing downwash of
topsoil onto an ancient watercourse or pond. No fi,uther work was conducted in this
area.

The 2003 season: conclusions

The results of the 2003 season have been illuminating on a number of points, while
somewhat disappointing in others. First, it is evident that the interpretative plan
produced by GeoQuest Associates is highly optimistic in the way it has "seeo"
archaeological features in a rather faint and confusing set of original readings. As a
consequence, none of the features interpreted as ditches or pits tumed out to be such,

though reference to the unfiltered plots shows that the geophysical prospection did in
fact locate some of the nature fissures. On the other hand, Trench 2 in particular
located a number of pits and/or postholes that are of considerable interest, in
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particular as far as the tine of postholes running east-west away from (or towards,

iepending on your point of viiw) the barrow. The sample from Pit 204 is particularly

i"*r"rti"E, though inigmatic, as apart from one flint recovered during fieldwalking

ty tl"ni".rds olcopiffillirlzoozthere is no other certain indication of aMesolithic ,

presence at the site.

The Seven Sisters barrowthus remains the only prominent archaeological feature in

m. marrupe at this poin! and so far it has not proved-possible to enlarge the

U"Jr"up" context in which it is located. On the other hand, much more is now known

,Uorrt the nature of the soils on which it sits, and the natural features that are preient

o" ttr" magnesian limestone hills of this part of County Durham. Future work may be

able to **o some of the questions left unresolved in 2003-

The future

While there would be liule pqint in extending the existing excavation trenches in the

n t o. (with the possible .*."pioo of Trench 2), there is more work that should be

aorrr o" and aroiurd the Seven Sisters barrow for a fuIIer pictr-ue to emerge' First and

foremost, a new survey is needed, both topoglaphic and geophysica!. !t is hoped that

this will 6e ca:ried o,ri in the coming months as an exercise within the MA in

ar"t u.otogicai Survey in the Deparonent of Archaeology. This should enable a more

tU:."ti* v-iew of the iikelihood ofthere being significant archaeological features in

the vicinity of the barow.

Secondly, some limited excavation on the north side of the barrow, where a

replacement tree or trees might be placed, would be necessary. There was no

ru*pfi"g of the deposits oo thir side of the barrow, where downwash can be expected

to have 6een minimal and the deposits therefore better preserved.

A third possible piece of work that would repay dividends miglt be a re-opening of
the Greinwell tenches on the barrow itself. The accounts left by Greenwell are so

vague, and the potential importance of the barrow so great for an understanding of
uelomi. buriai in round barrows, that limited work in the formerly excavated area

could be highty informative. While it is unlikely that much in the way of artefacts

would turn-up, investigation of the "mesial deposif'and "plimary intermenf'would

be extremelyuseful. This would have the additional benefit that members of the local

community, who were understandably disappointed at the somewhat negative results

of the 2001 season, could return to the project with renewed enthusiasm
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Appendix 1.

riti"ry sherds of Later prehistoric Tradition by starcn llillts

Two conjoining sherds of later prehistoric tadition pottery r9cov91e! during the excavation lof Trench

ii;;ilil#ra to tle autuoifor reporting. rhe trvo shlrds, wlich have broken apart recently, weigh

ii ; ;d;."sure (together) 4g mm inlongest dimension. They derive from the body of ahandmade

,.ri.f, *"J prob"tf ;ij; shape, with a ivall thickness of 7-8 mm. No evidence of decoration occurs'

The edges of the sneids are aUriaea and some inclusions have been weathered out, otherwise this item

is in a comparatively good statq ofpreservation. The fabric is chmacteristic of vessels of this hadition

from the County purliam and fyneside area. The exterior and margin are reddish brovm while &e

inirrio, margin and inierior r*fu". are dark gtty. T. fabric is moderately hard and-fractures a

,iigntfv inefuhr. eoth Ae interior and exterloisurfaces have been smoothed. The fabric is rather

;6#;d Iontains fine sparkling-qrqtz grains in moderate frequency; these inclusions,-ylich may, in

this case, trave ueen aaa"d to ttr"-ctay a*ing manufacture, are often present in pottery of this tradition

io* A"'r"gioo. Also present are rhomboiJ voids, c. 1-2 mm in dimension, occurring with sparse

trqr*"y; inese indicate the former presence of calcareous inclusions which have been leached away

toi i"t i"n *.rr Uu*i io frirg). Occu:ring too axe rare clay pellets (possibly fine grog), an angular flint

i=ugr.ot (c. 3 mm) *a fou-f.oo* pefleIs-probably indig-enou. io.e" clay. Calcareous inclusions are

""G*-irrfy 
.r.-o*ir."A in pottery ot ni maition in the North'East, as is apparent yith the

*r"orUfugr frr111 Thd; fn.*tm (Swain 1987); this inclusion is much more ooilxnon in Yorkshire,

ffiil1*iy Bast yortdnire (Evans 1995). Nonettreless a small percentage of items of the tradition

hom the North-East display this temper.

Overall the typologA of this item confirms it to be an example of a long-lived conservatirre tadition of

pottery making cu#ent in the North-East of England dying-thg first millennium BC and continuing

into the Roman r* (Vyo.r 1988). Generally, the number of sites-examined dating !o th9 earlV and

middle first millenni; BC in tne regioo is meagre and the !q"ql. of pottery associated with deposits

olthi, dut. is modest. We have bettJr knowledge though of the later kon Age. There are, in

particular, frw r.coiJ, of this pottery tldr$on fom ealtern County Durham or Tyne and Wear south of

i* iyn.,'in farge aegree ..nr.tiog ihr limiled amount of archaeological work undertaken in this part

of the North-East. C["siiering tnI chronology of this item, itmay date to any timg p.enod from the

Late Bronze Age to the mid R6man era: ttrerJ is no precise g*qt T to the form of this vessel which

o,ig5t otUr*isi have been helpful, whilg the nature of the fabric 'recipe' inthis-case is not

.lr?*togirully diagnostic. Sherds of this tradition in characteristically similar fabrics are present in

contexts of the earli'est phase at Stanwick, Norttr Yorkshire, dated to around 100 BC, and on present

evidence it would rrr. th"t whilstpottery was in wide use during the whole of the fEstmillenniumBC

in tne r"gioo it becomes a more freiuent iina in depol$ o-f latelron Age date. These pointers,

t o*.u"i ao not ru1e out a Late Bronze Age or traitynraid kon Age date for this item' This case

i,i,rrfight, the need to maximise chronolo[ical information when groups ofthis fiadition ofpottery are

encountered.
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